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“Bubbling up in our own good time.”

“Old Fishing Shack” on the Alsea River just east of Waldport, OR. Sadly, in the last two years, it is has faded into history.
Photo by Jim Burnett

Happy! ... April Fools Day (April 1), Tomb-sweeping Day (April 5), Easter Sunday (April 12), Earth
Day & Secretaries’ Day (Apr 22), St. George’s Day (April 23), Arbor Day (April 24), May Day (May 1),
Cinco de Mayo (May 5), Nurses’ Day (May 6), National Day of Prayer (May 7), Mothers’ Day (May10),
Armed Frorces Day (May 16), Memorial Day (May 25&30), Flag Day (June 14), Juneteenth (June 19),
Fathers’ Day (June 21)
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The Groundwaters Magazine Project is a not-for-profit subsidiary of Groundwaters Publishing, LLC and is registered with the
State of Oregon as a public benefit nonprofit corporation, registry no. 572349-90

Editors & Publishing Team:
Pat “In Awe” Edwards, Managing Editor
Jen “Hope” Chambers, Assistant Editor
Pat “Curiosity” Broome, Copy Editor
Jim “Unusual” Burnett, Contributing Editor & Business Mgr.
Judy Hays-Eberts, Foundress Emerita
Groundwaters magazine is a grassroots, community-oriented nonprofit
literary quarterly which serves the West Lane area and all its connections through publication of the local arts, history and information. It
is made possible by gifts and donations and the volunteers who create,
produce and distribute Groundwaters magazine. It is distributed free
of charge through local businesses and libraries, and is mailed to subscribers across the U.S. for a small annual fee. Material may be submitted from anyone, any age.
Check out our new site at http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/
Also keep up to date with the self-sufficiency, art and written word
treasures in Judy and Sonny’s website at http://www.groundwaters.org
GUIDELINES FOR THE MAGAZINE
1. Email submissions are preferred. MS-Word or WordPerfect,
please; no headers, footers, or in-line graphics. Typed or legible
handwritten submissions are also acceptable. Don’t send originals.
2. Include a phone number or email address with each
submission. You may use a pseudonym, but all work must be signed.
3. Submission limit is 2,000 words.
4. Please be respectful to all. Read Groundwaters to understand
its audience, and speak from the heart. Every age is welcome here.
Featured artists and authors are representative of all ages and levels of
experience. We do not accept political or religious opinion pieces for
the printed magazine.
5. Themes: Each issue of Groundwaters is assigned a one-word
theme with multi-meanings. Submissions do not have to reflect the
theme, but those that do are welcomed.
6. Include a bit of information about yourself and your
submission to share with our readers.
7. Artists, as well as writers, are invited. Please submit scanned
images as at least 200 dpi email attachments in either .jpg or .tif format
after first notifying us that you are going to do so.
8. Original works are protected under the copyright of
Groundwaters and may not be reproduced without permission of the
author/artist. They remain the property of the author/artist.
9. Works in the public domain may be submitted to reprint, but
credits to authors/artists must be included.
10. No payment (other than fleeting fame) is offered. Groundwaters
will provide two copies to a contributor of the issues in which their work
appears. Please include a mailing address for this purpose.
11. Changes may be made in submitted material due to
grammatical errors and space constraints. Whenever possible, the
material and content will not be altered. Authors need to be aware that
published material will also be available on the Groundwaters websites.
Deadline for next issue is May 15, 2009

PLEA
SE NOTE OUR NEW EMAIL ADDRES
SES!!
PLEASE
ADDRESSES!!
Email to contact@groundwaterspublishing.com (correspondence)
submissions@groundwaterspublishing.com (submissions)
Mail to Groundwaters
P.O. Box 50, Lorane, OR 97451
Questions? Need more copies? Call (541) 344-0986
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Contributors to Spring 2009
Artists & Authors: Tavia Ames, Jo-Brew, Pat Broome, Jim
Burnett aka Jimminy Cricket, Jane Capron, Carolyn Carney, Jennifer Chambers, Riley Chambers, William Crutchfield, Nick
DeAngelo, Pat Edwards, Millie Graves, Sonia Hall, Marjorie Hays,
Bridgett Johnson-Elliott, Linsey Kau, Gary L. Lewis, Janine
Margiotta, Norm Maxwell, Herbie Medlin, Jim Miller, Rhonda D.
Rauch, Beth Robinson, Krystal Rodriguez, Vallee Rose, Avis Rust,
Palmer Vilagi, Karen Wickham, Donald Young
With Sincere and Abundant Gratitude To: Sylvia Beltran,
Patty Byers, Ryan Chambers, Fran Dunton, Jim Koenig, Virginia Vandehey and readers everywhere!
————————————
Locations for extra copies: Alvadore Library and Fern
Ridge Market in Alvadore; Cheshire Darimart, in Cheshire;
The Book Mine, Kalapuya Books, Books On Main and Cottage Grove Library in Cottage Grove; Bloom’s Automania,
Crow Grange, Keep Ya Crowin’ Market and Bunkhouse
Tack & Supplies in Crow; Junction City Library in Junction
City; Lorane Family Store, Lorane General Store and the
Rebekah Lodge in Lorane; Alpha-Bit Café in Mapleton; Noti
Post Office in Noti; Curves, DS Market, Fern Ridge Chamber of Commerce, Fern Ridge Library, Kelley’s True Value
Hardware, Robbie’s Windowbox Caffe; Secret House Winery and The Farm Store in Veneta.
To obtain copies for display or distribution, email
contact@groundwaterspublishing.com or call 541-344-0986
Mail Subscriptions:
Groundwaters can also be mailed to you, family and friends. Subscriptions
are available for $10.00/year (four issues) to cover postage and handling.
Back issues are also available for a nominal fee.
Advertisements:
Groundwaters reaches a substantial local audience and it continues to
attract more readers. We now offer space for local advertisements to
help support the costs of producing the magazine. Email
contact@groundwaterspublishing.com for more information.

Groundwaters is produced entirely with volunteer labor and is
offered free of charge to the public. Therefore, we also gratefully
accept donations to help defray the costs of printing. Gifts and
donations should be made to The Groundwaters Magazine
Project. In accordance with provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, donations are tax deductible for the donor.
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“Wonder”
Upcoming
Deadlines
2009
July - “Light
October - “Journey”
2010
January - “Hope”
April - “Rest”

Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15
Spring - Feb 15

ABOUT THE COVER ARTIST:

J

im Burnett aka “Jimminy Cricket,” is a Groundwaters’
editor, resident philosopher and our business guru.
Check out his biography on our website at:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Burnett.htm

Attention Groundwaters’
Contributors!
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com

O

ur new website has been rapidly developing over the last couple of months. Each
of you who has contributed your writing and/or
artwork to Groundwaters Magazine over the
past five years should now have a page set up
on the site.
Each contributor page includes your biography
(if we have one) a place to include your personal website address and an index of your submissions and in which issue they can be found.
Please take a moment to check out your page to
make sure it is as you want it. If you have
changes and/or additions, please let us know at
contact@groundwaterspublishing.com

And, please be sure to note that
our email addresses have
changed!!
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Editorial Perspectives

Do You Want to Help?

A

year ago we created Groundwaters Publishing, LLC
as a for-profit vehicle to carry forth the ongoing publication of Groundwaters magazine. That move prepared
the way for the next step in securing the future of the magazine; we have recently separated the magazine from the
for-profit Groundwaters Publishing and have created The
Groundwaters Magazine Project, registered as a public
benefit literary nonprofit corporation in the State of Oregon. This step benefits the magazine, its readers and contributors in a couple of ways. First, gifts and donations in
support of the magazine are, in accordance with provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, tax deductible for
the donor. Secondly, becoming a nonprofit entity has given
the magazine the opportunity to come under the IRC
501(c)(3) umbrella of the Applegate Regional Theater and
this allows us to receive institutional grant monies for special projects.
We deeply appreciate the willingness of ART, Inc to
enter into this agreement with us and it has already proven
beneficial. Our agreement enabled us to apply for and receive a grant from the Oregon Country Fair’s Bill Wooten
Endowment Fund for $1,500.
Thank you Oregon Country Fair!

In providing a cushion on our production costs, this
grant will allow us to develop our plans for the future. The
use of grant monies are usually not given to cover the routine operating costs. Literary grants are keyed to activities
such as the funding of awards and scholarships and programs to help to promote writers, poets and artists of all
ages. This is our next goal. We are now exploring ways to
put future grants and endowments to good use for the benefit of the Groundwaters community.
This nonprofit magazine is produced solely by volunteers – there is no paid staff – and, currently, the magazine’s
writers and artists receive no monies for their submissions.
We do receive enough income from subscriptions to cover
the postage and handling, and we do receive some income
from advertising. We have deliberately limited the number of ads and have kept our emphasis on the works of our
writers, poets and artists, however.
Groundwaters has always been a grassroots endeavor
intended to be a gift to the community and as such, it is
reliant upon the community for its support. In this time of
economic challenges, we are deeply appreciative of our
advertisers and those who have given so generously in support of the magazine. Your support is the cornerstone of
our dedication to the continued publication of the works
of our writers, poets and artists. Thank you!

~ jrb
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The Groundwaters staff could use your help
with the following tasks:
** Distribution **
** Folding & Stapling **
** Writing Assignments **
Distribution - Volunteers are needed to pick up and
stock distribution sites with each Groundwaters’ issue
in the following areas: Alvadore, Cheshire, Cottage
Grove, Crow, Junction City, Mapleton, Noti, Veneta
and Elmira
Folding & Stapling - Volunteers are invited to attend our quarterly “fold and staple” parties in the
first weeks of January, April, July and October to prepare each new issue for distribution. The staff will
provide goodies and the extra hands will be most
welcome!
Writing Assignments - We’d like to ask our contributors to interview interesting people in their communities so that we can include their stories in
Groundwaters. We are especially interested in profiles
of World War II veterans or elderly people who are
willing to share interesting stories about their lives.
Everyone has a story... you’ll be amazed at those that
can be shared by your next door neighbor or the
residents of a nearby senior residence! You’ll find that
they will love talking about their lives, but in the end,
you will discover that you are the one who benefits
most from the experience. The staff tries to write
these articles, but we are limited to the areas where
we live. There are many more stories out there that
we do not have access to... you can help!
Also...
We need artists to volunteer to illustrate stories and
articles as well as provide some additional samples of
the wonderful talent we have available to us.
Please consider volunteering your services!

Welcome to our new advertisers!
The Out Back Garage
Knee Deep Cattle Company

Sunbeam Tag
An Eagle soars
High above the mountains
Playing tag with the Sunbeams
Amongst the Clouds.

Mother’s Day
Avis Rust

It dances on air
And sings with joy
At life’s sweet freedom.

Who is This Woman?
Who has wiped away my tears and tended
my fevered brow?

Far below, all is a patchwork
Of color ever changing
From moment to moment,
Mile to mile

Who kindled in me a love of God and
started me on the search for self?

Following the Eagle
In its acrobatic game
Of Sunbeam Tag

Who warmed the cockles of my heart and
tickled the toes of my feet?
~ Herbie

Who taught me how to iron and onto a
shirt a button sew?
Who sent me to Sunday School in search of
truth?

Ultra-Fashionable Shells
Seashells that are ornamented
with an edge of gold
They are so great to hold.
In your hand
are blue colored fan shells
Or real exquisite pink.
Ma says that
They are artificial colors
But I know they seem real.
~ Rhonda D. Rauch

Who taught me to play Canasta, Gin and
Scrabble?
Who went out of her way to buy me that
shirt of brightest red?
Who sang to me and launched my love of
music?
Who nursed me and rocked and sang me to
sleep?
Who stood as my protector and friend?
Who made it possible for me to know my
father?
Who put up with apple cores and empty
fruit jars?
Who taught me to bake cookies and bread
from scratch?
Who on school’s first day held my fear-filled
hand?
Who is this woman?
Why, she’s my Mom!
~ Jim Burnett
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Jen’s Wonderful News

The Philosopher’s Corner

By Pat Broome

A Wonderful Life
As perceived by Jimminy Cricket

A

re we living wonderful lives? How do we measure
how wonderful life is – by happiness? Contentment?
Security? Well-being? Such things are the usual standards
by which life is perceived and evaluated. However, I suggest that the measure of such things does not reflect how
wonderful Life is or can be. In the usual scenario, such
things are dependent to a large part by what is happening
to and around us. The wonderful life is all about how we
choose to live our lives and we do not often like to delve
into this area because it smacks of personal responsibility
and necessitates an acceptance and understanding of the
universal law of cause and effect. Simply put, we often
prefer to put the blame for what is happening, or not happening, elsewhere. I can testify to the reality of that, I’ve
done it.
So what is a wonderful life?
It is not about sticks and stones, about ownership and
acquisition; it is not about doing. Wonder is another way
of thinking and being, another dimension or level of consciousness. So much of the stuff of life is dependent upon
questions and answers, upon facts and figures, about knowledge and absolute truth – the stuff over which people most
often disagree; things that often give us reason to engage
in some level of warfare.
Wonder is about contemplation, about considering
underlying cause; it is intrinsically optimistic with a view
to the infinitely possible. It is so much more than the simple
question, “Why?” A sense of it is found in the bigger question, “I wonder why?” The first question demands a factual answer; the second reflects an exploration of possibilities, and opens the door to an understanding of cause
and reflection.
The acquisition of an attitude of wonder transcends
the little boxes we habitually live in day to day. We have
all experienced moments of wonder; things like standing
on the lip of the Grand Canyon, being present at the birth
of one’s child, watching a man walk on the moon, the violent grandeur of a volcanic eruption, the experience of a
miraculous event. Such things take our thoughts beyond
what we think we know and understand and point us towards the realm of infinite potentiality. I wonder what
would happen if we approached others things and situations with wonder… I wonder if there is another way of
looking at what he or she just said. I wonder, is there another way to understand what just happened?... another
way to feel… another way to react? I wonder, could such
questions lead to an even more wonderful life???
I wonder…
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G

roundwaters’ own Assistant Editor and regular contributor of serialized short stories, Jennifer Chambers has some
wonderful news. Wyatt-MacKenzie Publishing in Deadwood,
Oregon will be publishing her first novel in mid-September.
The novel, titled Learning Life Again, tells the story of two
women who are learning how to cope with their lives after
suffering traumatic brain injuries.
Maggie McLeod is the older woman who was injured in a
car accident several years before. After the accident she moved
away from her hometown to see if she could begin again. Sarah Beth is a seventeen-year old foster child who was recently
injured in a car accident and is having difficulty coping with
the after-effects of her injury. Maggie’s former therapist asks
her to mentor Sarah Beth to show her that it is possible to live
with a traumatic brain injury.
“This is a story that I just had to write.” Jennifer says.
“Traumatic brain injury, or TBI as it is also known, can be
very isolating; especially if you’re a teenager. It is important
that people understand TBI because more people are surviving it than ever before. I also wanted to show how families
and others relate to the injured.”
Jennifer should know – she writes from experience. She
was severely injured in a car accident when she was attending
Crow High School in Crow, OR. She experienced some of the
issues that her characters deal with in their lives following
TBI – learning how to talk, eat, and read, all over again..
Jennifer had the story at the back of her mind for several
years before she finally began to write it. The initial first draft
took her about three years to complete. When she felt that it
was ready, she submitted it to the Iowa Writers’ Conference,
which she attended in the summer of 2007.
“The feedback was very helpful,” she said. “I initially
started telling only Maggie’s story, but some of the other writers suggested that I use a two-person point of view.”
She then submitted it to different publishers and agents,
accumulating a large stack of rejection letters in the process.
After two years of rejection, Jennifer finally received a reply
from Wyatt-MacKenzie Publishing, saying that they were interested. They suggested that Jennifer submit it to a professional editor. After conducting a careful search, Jennifer chose
Elizabeth Lyon to edit her final draft. She had met Elizabeth
and attended her workshops at several writers’ conferences.
Elizabeth’s reputation was solid and Jennifer felt that she was
the best person for the job of polishing her text.
The manuscript was submitted to Ms. Lyon in November
2008 and by January 2009, Jennifer is completing editing the
novel based on Elizabeth’s advice and will turn it to WyattMacKenzie soon.”
Jennifer is still getting used to the idea of her dream coming true.
“It hasn’t all quite sunk in yet!” she said with a laugh.
Learning Life Again will be available at Amazon.com,
BarnesandNoble.com, and locally at the Broadway Events
Center in Veneta. The Groundwaters staff is very proud of Jen
and what she has accomplished. We wish her the best of luck.

Who are They?
... the inside “scoop” on some of your favorite local writers

M

Jo-Brew

y husband Ken and I both went to high school and then
college in southern Oregon and still have some ties there.
My first writing was for a high school journalism class, then the
school paper and school events for The Ashland Daily Tidings. I was
paid for the school events column – a big deal in my mind.
We moved to Springfield when we had four children, one
entering high school, two in between and one in pre-school. I
taught elementary school
in Cottage Grove and then
Springfield while Ken was
a band director in Springfield and then Bethel.
When the children
were through school, I
made a foray into the business world and became a
real estate agent and then
a broker. Through both
the career in teaching and
in real estate, I wrote as
part of my job but not
much beyond. It wasn’t
the lack of desire that kept
me from moving ahead
Jo-Brew’s “Special Place”
with the writing, it was
my terribly intense battle with the typewriter. I didn’t ever get to
the point where I was comfortable with it, although I typed hundreds, or more likely, thousands of pages. The typewriter made
no allowances for thoughts that came faster than the fingers
moved.
Several years ago, a gift of a computer from a son who was
upgrading, opened the doors to a flood of words that still keep
coming. I began with a small family history/cookbook project
and then began taking classes through the Lane Community
College’s Continuing Education program. I started with Women
Write, moved on to essays for another year, then short stories
and eventually novels.
Now I write some of each, personal essays, a column for the
Creswell Chronicle, the occasional short story, and I have six novels
published. All of my writing is based on women’s life experiences, even the short stories and the novels. There are elements
of all of us in the characters and all our lives in the stories.
The first novel, Preserving Cleo, is the story of a young wife
and mother who married into a farm family and has trouble finding her place in the family. The second, Cleo’s Slow Dance, is a
sequel as an older Cleo is left a widow with a farm and teenage
children.
From there, I moved to a young career woman making a decision between her desires and those of her mother in Finding

Clarice.The last three are each based on women at retirement and
all of them have satisfactory endings. What Next, Ms Elliott is about
a widow trying to find a new future for herself after living years
for her job. Marge, Back On Track is retiring before she’s ready to
take care of her second husband, a stroke victim. In Anne Marie’s
New Melody, Anne Marie, the gourmet cook, musician and childless wife in a fairly new marriage finds her future travel plans
interrupted by her husband’s grandchildren.
The columns and personal essays are all drawn from my own
life and often include family members, particularly grandchildren who have opened our minds to so many new experiences.
Family gatherings and events are important to both of us and
have enriched our lives in countless ways.
With only two of us in the house now and no day job, I’m less
confined with chores and can do more picking and choosing. I
write several hours a day, garden a lot and take an active part in
several organizations that are specifically aimed at helping women
break down barriers or benefit education, AAUW, Mom’s Rising, Stand For Children and the Women’s Business Network. Of
course I belong to a few writing associations also, mainly
Willamette Writers and Women Writing The West.
Excerpt from “Anne Marie’s New Melody”

A

nne Marie put those memories aside as she got closer to home and let
herself move on to pleasant thoughts about the evening to come. Robert
had suggested the two of them go out for a wonderful dinner. He’d probably
have reservations in Eugene, at the Country Club or maybe the Marché. She’d
love French. Flowers or a gift were almost a sure thing. She let herself think
about fun private activities after dinner. All in all, a real celebration.
She’d need to be careful not to let him see the concerns she had about
retiring. Marge was right. She was used to being a leader.The change would be
hard. She couldn’t imagine how they’d spend so much time together. She’d
always worked most of the year, even before they were married.
They’d had individual lives for the biggest part of the day. Nearly every
evening they spent the first hour or so after she came home discussing their
separate activities over a glass of wine. That exchange kept their marriage
intermingled.
Now they’d be together all the time except for the occasional trip he
made to spend a day working on his mother’s house and the one afternoon a
week he played golf with his son Eric.They wouldn’t have anything to talk
about, not even separate friends they saw on a regular basis. She was going to
have to find new interests. She hoped he would also make an effort or they’d
run into problems.
Then there was the cooking situation.The last several years he’d taken
over the meals on weekdays while she worked.By the time summer came around
and she was home, he was ready for a break. She’d want to do more of the
cooking now, take her kitchen back. Her cookbooks were all tagged to mark
new recipes she wanted to try and old favorites she wanted to repeat...
April 2009
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I Wonder
I wonder what it would be like to live in the present moment 24/7 and why I seem to prefer not to?
I wonder if I can learn to play the guitar with arthritic fingers?
I wonder if the polar bears can survive global warming?
and I wonder why my heart hurts so when I think about it?
I wonder why children don’t want to go to bed and adults don’t want to get up?
I wonder where we go when we die and why we don’t want to find out?
I wonder why the sky is blue, the rain gray and roses every color of beautiful?
I wonder why I look old and feel 25?
I wonder if I’ll ever grow up?
I wonder what my dog is thinking and what she sees when she stares at me?
I wonder what my cat is saying when she “sings”to me in many melodies of meow?
I wonder why it’s so hard to say what I want even while others are insisting on what they want?
I came to Oregon to be with the trees. I wonder why they keep cutting them down?
I wonder why one of my chickens prefers the dog’s company on the back porch to the chicken house?
I wonder where all the frogs go in the daytime?
I wonder where the river goes in such a rush and why it has so much to say?
and I wonder why I want to go with it?
I wonder where I’ll be in 5 years, with whom and how I’ll get there?
I wonder why I love ice cream more than broccoli, or pizza more than what is good for me?.
I wonder why I crave love like air?
I wonder where the ants come from, covering my kitchen counter?
and I wonder how they communicate with each other?
I wonder why my highest joy comes from making another being happy?
I wonder why some think we can solve conflicts by dropping bombs or shooting guns?
I wonder who you really are and if you might be more like me than different?
and I wonder what might happen if we refused to judge each other any more?
I wonder how I was chosen to be a human on this planet. Who decided and for what purpose?
I wonder where my night dreams go when I wake and why they rush so to be gone?
I wonder where all the babies go that didn’t make it and if loving arms are cradling them still?
I wonder how the warmth and brilliance of the sun occasions my body healing?
I wonder if the voyeur moon enjoys our sweet romance?
I wonder if you will still love me when I am 80 and wrinkled?
I wonder why my half-empty cup is not half full?
I wonder why independence is so over-rated and connection so understaffed?
I wonder why you won’t let me fix your problem?
I wonder why you won’t just listen to my pain?
No wonder booze, drugs, food, or whatever are invited to numb the hurt!
I wonder how birds know to fly South or North or anywhere?
I wonder if sand and surf commune while we are not looking?
I wonder why the ocean roar calls to me, why it touches my depth and beckons me home?
I wonder if all the answers are hiding snuggled together, giggling that they’ve not yet been found?
I wonder if my curiosity unearths what is truly vibrant in me?
I wonder at the awesome wonder of laughing, breathing, heart beating, being alive!
~Karen Wickham
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A Clear Day in January
By Pat Broome

T

he morning was bright and sunny. It was cold, but the
crowds of people gathered did not seem to mind. There
were people as far as the eye could see and many of them
were smiling, some were singing and laughing, adults had
children on their shoulders to make sure that they could
see what was going to happen. Up on the stage, musicians
played, a woman sang, a poet read an original poem, and
a preacher called forth a blessing on everyone. At noon, a
slender, youthful-looking man came out accompanied by
a woman carrying an antique book and two young girls. A
man dressed in solemn black robes met them. The woman
held out the book to her husband to place his left hand
upon while raising his right hand. The man in the black
robes then administered a solemn oath to the other man,
who repeated it back. When it was done, they shook hands,
smiled and the sounds of cannon roared and bells pealed
in celebration. Then the slender man turned toward an older
man in the front row, smiled at him and shook his hand.
The crowds of people who had been quiet throughout
the ceremony, cheered lustily. When the ceremony was
finally concluded, two couples – one older and one younger
– left the stage and went inside the building. A few minutes later, they emerged on the other side where a helicopter was waiting. The women embraced each other and the
men shook hands for a final time. The older couple then
boarded the helicopter that was the first stop in their journey to their home far away. A final wave, the door was
closed, and the big green bird flew off into the afternoon
sun. In the meanwhile, the crowds started to leave. A number of them walked across the ice in the shallow pool and
some even slid across it like children let out of school on
a winter holiday.
What happened on this clear day in January was a
continuation of a tradition going back two hundred and
twelve years, when John Adams was sworn in to succeed
George Washington as President of the United States who
was the first president to serve after the adoption of the
United States Constitution. A new leader has replaced an
outgoing one. And so it has been since that time despite
Civil War, economic depression, and a World War. It is
hard to imagine that kind of thing happening in too many
other countries. Americans may not always be perfect but
we are at the core a nation of laws. While we may not
always agree
with each other,
we prefer to
take our disagreements
to the political
arena, the
courts and the
“press” than
to the streets.

Isn’t that a wonder?

Shell Seekers
Dad always wore his black pea coat
to Montauk Beach
anchors on buttons swinging
alongside his camera
bouncing off his trampoline belly,
his beaming eye searching for
lost ships and lonely buoys at sea.
Posing lighthouses.
His steps in sand, longer and deeper,
I walked in his prints—
Every part of the beach
investigated,
seaweed and driftwood
mating horseshoe crabs.
My body a question mark—
eyes adapted to the minute shells
compacted with sand
lost in my pockets
rattled in the dryer after mom
washed my clothes,
neck stiff by the end of the day.
I became a master shell seeker.
After 20 years
I found the bigger ones without him.
Out of habit I walk looking down—
Bad posture
gritty pockets.
~ Janine Margiotta

Pines of Madrid
There is so much
harmony in the spirit
Of the mind,
Like the music of
The pines;
The beauty of Madrid.
For every thought
And adaptation
Of Things that
Keep Communicating.
For Radiance of
What is shines
Upon the earth
And water of time.
~ Rhonda Rauch
April 2009
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Wonder Bread
By Beth Robinson

I

t was Saturday morning; I clipped the newspaper listings for the yard sales. I like the possibility of finding
“treasure” at a reasonable price. Scanning the addresses to
create my route, I found the number for the kindly woman
in the beautiful Victorian next door. Oh, that house must
be filled with wondrous things and maybe she would ask
me for tea on the porch, next to the swing. Sitting like two
gentle ladies we would talk the neighborhood gossip, then
I could cart home her vintage goodies with a low price tag.
Mrs. Kisilewskii could be found in her front yard, trimming her roses and calling out a sweet grandmotherly,
“Helloo,” but we had never actually talked. Newly married a month, overwhelmed with work and cleaning up our
own three-story with a porch, I had not made time to stop.
But, her laugh could be heard through my windows as her
young grandchildren raced around while her husband,
Toomas, snoozed on the swing with the paper at his feet.
With wedding day cash in my pocket, I treaded my way
through the side yard and onto her rose garden path. Here,
Toomas greeted and directed me to the various things neatly
stacked on blankets in the yard. Soon, I heard her small
footsteps down the wide porch stairs as she requested that
he take the tray of arranged goodies and lemonade, then
approached me with open arms.
“It is the young bride.” She smiled, “I have many things
to make a house a home today. I will make you good deals.
Your husband was such a sweet boy.”
How was I to “wheel and deal” now with this welcoming? She chatted beside me as I mapped and calculated an
offering price for the blanket goods I wanted.
“Let see...,” I thought to myself. “Green depression
glass hall vase: $15. Silver set including mahogany storage box with missing servers: $40. Woolen blankets from
the Army with moth holes: $5 each and holes no extra
charge. Sixty dollars total. I wonder if I offer $40, would
she throw in the deer antler knife set?” And here at the end
of the blanket sat a one foot square box filled with neatly
packaged assortments of one-inch squared hard plastic
tabs? “What are these? Bread-bag clips?” A bread-bag clip
is a device used to hold plastic bags closed. They are also
commonly called bread tags. By sealing a bag more securely than tying or folding over its open end, the clip may
preserve its contents longer... not to be confused with a
twist tie which is a metal wire encased in a thin strip of
paper or plastic. What could I do with bread-bag clips? I
don’t know but they are definitely coming home with me,
as I am sure her children would be pleased to see that there
would be one less habitual Depression Era residue to deal
with.
After sipping iced lemonade and munching her homemade snacks on the rounded front porch, I lugged my booty
home for only 20 bucks. Gleefully, I poured out the zip
10
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lock bags of bread clips onto the biggest table in my house
and began to arrange them in color and date order. Robert,
my new husband, rolled his eyes and left me to my task.
For three days I researched, worked and pondered their
mystery while I rearranged this huge jigsaw puzzle.
Why are they colored? What do the dates mean? How
many years worth of bread is here? The questions sparked
Robert’s interest as I chatted about my thoughts about these
clips over his wonderfully cooked meals.
“Did you know that the bread-bag clip was invented
by Floyd Paxton in 1950, and is manufactured by the Kwik
Lok Corporation based in Yakima, Washington? They have
manufacturing plants in Yakima and New Haven, Indiana.
They also have locations in Australia, Canada, Ireland and
Japan... Do you think they have tours?” I would casually
drop my thoughts into a dinner of candlelight and red wine.
“I do not know... and, I suppose the next time we go
see your parents in Oregon you’re going to want a breadbag clip factory tour or... how about a world tour of them?”
he would sigh.
The next day, he arrived home with a book, Six Thousand Years of Bread. Its Holy and Unholy History. Bernard Gesparri, a long happily married co-worker, had given
him the book with instructions that “marriage starts with
the little things.” Unbeknownst to me, Robert began his
own studies on bread.
A week later, with fresh baguette and the newly procured deer antler knife in hand he smartly stated, ”Otto
Frederick Rohwedder is considered to be the father of sliced
bread. In 1912, he worked on inventing a machine to slice
bread, but bakeries were reluctant to use it since they were
concerned that sliced bread would go stale. Who would be
afraid of stale bread? It only makes for better French toast.”
We began to discuss and read books about bread; we
found recipes and then made sad attempts at making bread.
“Think of “The Lord’s Prayer... ‘Give us today our daily
bread...’ Wouldn’t that mean necessities in general?” he
stated one day. He went on to quote from the bread book
in his hand, “According to this, The Assize of Bread and
Ale in the thirteenth century showed the importance of
bread in medieval times by setting heavy punishments for
short-changing bakers.”
Within the next week, by asking the local freckled A&P
clerk, Eddie, I was able to find the Rosetta Stone to the
bread-bag clip language. The colored tags represented the
arrival of fresh bread with five days of the week: Monday/
blue, Tuesday/green, Wednesday/no deliveries, Thursday/
red, Friday/white, Saturday/yellow, and Sunday/baker’s
day of rest. I would be able to match the days of the week
with date of expiration then I could put them in chronological order while figuring out what year they were purchased.

“Wonder” by Beth Robinson

Robert and I quickly dispersed our purchases and raced
upstairs, where we spent half the night comparing calendars and arranging the bread clips. Within a day we had
reconstructed the bread-purchasing habits of the
Kisilewskii family. We could determine holidays and birthdays from the regular once-a-week purchases. It was fascinating to see five years’ worth of a family’s life laid before us in this assortment of simple bread-bag clips.
My mother often quoted Abigail Adams glibly when
she answered my father, “Yes, my faithful companion.”
The word “companion” in Latin literally means one with
whom bread is shared. I often think about Mrs. Kisilewskii
and her coded message that truly did help “make my new
house a home.”
Beth Robinson has a degree from Oregon College of Art and
Craft in Bookarts, focusing mostly on printing and creating books.

What Kind of Writer Am I?

W

hat kind of writer am I? Or, more to the
point,
am I a writer at all?
I manage to knock out a few limericks from
time to time
but I wonder if that’s really writing –
children in school write limericks.
I must admit that I’m most comfortable
writing poetry.
Prose escapes me, and serious prose
escapes me altogether.
There was a time when fiction beckoned.
The first chapter, although short, seemed to flow.
The second chapter, just barely begun,
is still waiting for me to glance its way.
Memoirs were manageable because I knew the plot
ahead of time... and clichés were very helpful.
There is a notebook that holds most, I think,
of what I’ve written. Perhaps it can show
what kind of a writer I am, or more to the
point, if I’m a writer at all.
~ Carolyn Carney
January 2009
April 2009
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Greetings from Mossyrock: Two “Tails” in One
By Mildred “Millie” Thacker Graves

O

n Mossyrock Ranch, the contentiousness of the disputes between the cattle and sheep factions are laid
aside. What more could you expect when “the cattle baron”
and “the sheep lady” live under the same roof and there is
the entanglement of a consuming and enduring love shared
by both, not only for their respective charges, but for one
another?
The cattle enterprise on the land was developed first,
beginning several generations before their arrival by persons unconnected to the Mossyrockers. It was continued
in the same way when the young couple moved to the ranch
in Anatone, Washington in 1980 with their son, Justin, a
mere babe in arms. Anatone is located in an area in a far
flung corner of the world where the states of Washington,
Oregon and Idaho touch borders (Clarkston, Washington,
Joseph, Oregon and Lewiston, Idaho). The Anatone area,
known as “The Ridge,” encompasses the “Breaks of the
Snake” (River), the summer pastures, and an area of innumerable switchbacks on the road winding its way down to
the Grande Ronde River, the winter pastures, called “The
Grade.” Locals can differentiate the locals from others
when speaking of the Grande Ronde River because from
their lips, it is “The Ground Round.” Interestingly and
strangely, it becomes something of a code of detection.
Anatone, itself, is a sort of plateau or mesa at the very top
of the ridge, an area of flatland or rolling hills perfectly
suited to the growing of crops, mainly to sustain the cattle
(or possibly some sheep or pigs).

Cattle Tales
For Mossyrock, it all began with the cattle, shortly after the family moved to “The Ridge,” a remote area in eastern Washington. They set to work, developing their skills
as ranchers and farmers, raising various crops throughout
the years, such as hay, wheat and barley or peas, putting
part of the crop to their own use and selling the surplus
amounts. Mossyrock grew and developed over the years
until the recent amount of land (farmed and ranched)
amounts to over 3,000 acres. They, along with several partners, have acquired additional holdings since their move.
In another partnership, they have recently opened a meat
shop in the nearby town of Clarkston, Washington. All this
is accomplished while each of them is holding down a full
time job away from the ranch. Ranch life is a life full of
hard work but the feeling of accomplishment is great. They
find their enjoyment from the simple things in life and can
turn the tasks of ranch work into fun with their spirit of
cooperation..
Each year before winter arrives, the cows are driven to
their winter pastures in the lower elevations of the Grand
12
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Ronde River where most of the calves are born. This year
there were over two hundred calves born during one of the
most extreme winters ever. Old-timers cannot recall a worse
one, nor have they even heard of many to equal or surpass
this winter. With temperatures falling to -14 degrees, the
winds blowing fifty miles an hour and bringing with them
35 degrees-below-zero wind chill factors at times, checking newborns could not be accomplished soon enough, in
some cases resulting
in the feet of the
calves being frozen.
Thus, we began the
heart wrenching process of eliminating
from the herd, the
calves that had died
from exposure or
those partially froMe-Two, Mossyrock’s 2-headed calf
zen. Those losses
were more than usual, but out of this dismal time, there
was a phenomenon. A two-headed calf was born in the
feedlot at the river, their first ever at Mossyrock. The red
Hereford calf with its white faces was named Me-Two. It
was an event often referred to as a “Kodak Moment.” It
caused great excitement in the area and had its share of
curious onlookers even though it failed to survive. There
was a bit of speculation over what its life might have been,
had it survived, such as, if one brain required sleep and the
other one was ready to frolic, along with other added scenarios.

Enter, the Sheep...
As the blessings of three more children reigned upon
the family and the costliness of providing clothing for
school was revealed, their mother determined that another
source of income should be available at the particular time
it was needed. Therefore, she expanded her loyalties to
include sheep. She was a “natural born” mother with all
the love and instincts that go into the classification, therefore, she turned her abilities to “mothering” a herd of sheep.
Nothing could be more natural! Sheep are like babies.
Sheep and the ensuing lambs need love and care and vigilance, if you are to be successful. It was a perfect match!
There are always dangers and predators to deal with
whenever there are helpless newborns being deposited on
open ground away from the watchful eyes of the caretakers. With several thousand acres to oversee, a few sets of
eyes cannot observe all that needs to be protected. Therefore the losses due to predators, such as cougars/mountain
lions, coyotes, bears and wolves do occur. Even the eagles

are not timid about swooping down to carry a newborn
away for a nice tasty morsel. Sometimes dogs are even the
cause of the death of a ewe or the loss of lambs, due to the
undue stress and anxiety placed upon the expectant ewe
by their chasing the her; even the presence of a strange
dog can do harm. Sheep are delicate. Due to these losses,
especially with the sheep, it became necessary to go to
extraordinary means to protect them. They first used several llamas to guard the sheep, but still they suffered losses.
Finally they purchased an unbelievably loyal and watchful sentinel in the form of a Great Pyrenees Dog, named
Brewster aka Bruce. He was so dedicated to watching over
HIS SHEEP that he would barely sneak away in the light
of day to seek the nourishment of dry dog food that was
available to him at all times at the ranch house. He was
like a great white rock in the pasture among the sheep. He
was rock solid, the foundation upon which their sheep enterprise depended.

Brewster, the sheep sentinel

Women and girls love the vulnerability of the sheep
and the feeling of protectiveness they derive from caring
for them. Men and boys deride the helplessness of the ewes,
and especially the lambs and even more so, the bummers,
abandoned by death or choice by their mothers, that now
must be bottle fed. So the angst of cattle versus sheep mentality lives on. Whenever the sheep lady’s sons deride the
sheep in any way, she wisely will say, “If not for the sheep,
you would have been attending school nude all these years.”
The thought of that picture quiets them immediately.
Time has brought its changes. The days of the wars
between the cattle and sheep factions are nearly a thing of
the past. All in all, it is like all prejudice, it may be getting
better but the signs are still there—and they are still visible.
What do I mean, it MAY be getting better!? It IS better! Being a person who is interested in history, I can look
back into what used to be and look ahead to what might be
and see a future filled with hope. One hope is that we can
return to our basic principles upon which our country was
formed. I pray for those changes!

A Bummer Lamb
By Avis Rust

I

n her recent column in the Register-Guard, Dorcas
Smucker drew my attention as she told about raising
bummer lambs.
First, let me explain what a bummer lamb is. The
mother sheep will not take them or they are too weak at
birth. They are singled out and put aside to be hand-fed or
they will not survive.
When I was six years old, we lived on a sheep ranch
where the ewes were brought to the lambing shed to give
birth. The weak, small ones and the ones that the mother
ewe refused to take, were separated.
That particular year, we ended up with eleven bummer
lambs. They were fed at the lambing shed by bottles of
warmed milk. That was my mother’s job. My brother and
I always helped hold the bottles of milk at feeding time.
As our reward, we were allowed to keep one of the
bummers for a pet. He was taken to the house to raise. He
was so much fun when he got his “stumbly” legs strengthened. We taught him how to butt us in our play with him.
What a mistake that was! As he grew older and stronger,
we had to pack a stick to keep him from mauling us. One
time, he put us up on a rock until Mother came to rescue
us.
One day, my four-year old brother went to school with
me as the folks had to go to town. The teacher and I got
busy with lessons and my brother went home. Teacher and
I missed him, and we knew he had gone home, so we went
over the hill to our home and Brother was locked between
the house door and the screen with Buck standing guard. I
went down the fence row to encourage Buck to come after
me while Teacher rescued my brother.
Moral of the story: Do not ever play “Butt” with a
bummer lamb. They can get mean!

Avis and her husband Lowell Rust celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary on March 4, 2009. Congratulations to you both on a
major accomplishment!
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Moments of Valor: Lloyd Counts
A Silence is Broken
By Pat Edwards

I

n 1945, when he returned home to Lorane, Oregon folcrowded into bunks stacked so closely that their noses allowing World War II, Lloyd Counts tried to tuck the
most touched the bunk above them. Lloyd was assigned
memories of the preceding five years into the past. For the
dreaded KP duty, but Russell interceded and got him a job
most part, he succeeded. He had a new wife at home, a
directing traffic on board the ship.
house to build and a family to start, so the process of livWhen they arrived in Marseille, France, Lloyd joined
ing took precedence and overshadowed those five years
the 105th Field Artillery Battery as a gunner. He and others
with the U.S. Army. But, the memories remained and would
in his unit hauled the huge, heavy cannons and equipment
surface occasionally. When asked about his experiences
to the top of hills behind Marseille where they had to clean
during the War, he said little, keeping the memories close
off the cosmoline, a heavy grease, that was liberally
inside, not wanting to share them with others. It was his
smeared on the metal to prevent rust before the guns could
feeling that what he did was such a minute part of the efbe fired.
fort, that by talking about it, he would make
his role seem so much more than he felt it was.
Besides... many of those memories hurt.
The older he became, however, the more
Lloyd wanted to share some of his experiences
with the younger generations. He felt that his
experiences and those like his should be told.
After becoming quite upset at recent claims in
the news that the Holocaust never happened,
Lloyd knew that it was time to tell his story. He
approached me at Lorane’s Old-Timer’s Picnic in August 2008, asking if I would be willing to record his memories. I agreed, but it
wasn’t until the following February when I finally sat down with him in his home in Lorane.
In 1939, before the U.S. entered the War,
Lloyd enlisted in the U.S. Army and was sent to
Panama. He joined the 82nd Coast Artillery, an
anti-aircraft unit that set up guns in the jungle in Lloyd Counts, age 24 (right forefront) after arrival in Heidelberg, Germany. Note
case enemy planes should pass by on the way to the white surrender flags hanging from the buildings.
the United States. Fortunately, the guns in Panama
Shortly thereafter, however, Lloyd joined the “Chamwere silent while he was there, although he was stationed in
pagne
Campaign,” laying communication lines through the
Panama when Pearl Harbor was attacked. After four years,
wine country of France and Germany. There were no cell
he was furloughed back to the United States where he marphones in those days. Lines connected the forward observried his childhood sweetheart, Estelle Mitchell.
ers to the division leaders so that they could report what
Soon after their wedding, Lloyd was sent to Texas and
st
was ahead. There were occasional skirmishes along the
then Mississippi, where he joined the 861 Artillery Batway, but it was at what was called the Siegfried Line along
talion at Camp Van Dorn, Mississippi. From there, he was
the border of France and Germany where Lloyd obtained
sent to New Jersey where his unit boarded the U.S.S. Washfirst-hand experience with the horror of war. The Siegfried
ington, a former civilian vessel that had been converted to
Line was a 390-mile defense system built by Hitler on the
a troop transport. On board the ship, he was reunited with
western border of Germany. It was lined with over 18,000
a former classmate from Lorane High School. Russell
bunkers, tunnels and tank traps. At 1:00 a.m., with a oneHensley was a sailor with the U.S. Navy at the time and
mile reel of wire on his back, Lloyd set out with the infanserved onboard the ship. He had been to Australia on a
try he was with to traverse a main crossroad to lay line.
previous voyage and presented Lloyd with a sheepskin vest
They made it across and laid the line, but ran into trouble
he had obtained while there. Lloyd said that there were
on the way back. There was a lot of ground fog that night
many times when that vest kept him warm and protected
and for the purpose of “blinding” the enemy to the return
in cold weather.
crossing, bright, 4 million-candle power searchlights, were
The U.S.S. Washington sailed for Europe with troops
14
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directed toward the sky. Instead of blinding the enemy,
however, they highlighted their own position and huge
exploding shells rained down upon them. Lloyd and another man were riding on the fender of a Jeep when the
percussion of one of the shells sent them flying in two different directions. Fortunately, neither of them was badly
hurt, but Lloyd received a piece of shrapnel in his leg. The
difficulty of the assignment and the ensuing skirmish earned
Lloyd a Bronze Star that night.
As Lloyd’s unit advanced across Germany, they saw
more and more signs of Hitler’s horrific reign. His treatment of the Jews, especially, was there for all to see. Lloyd
paused in his story at this point, struggling to regain his
composure... it was obviously extremely difficult for him
to continue. But, this was the story he felt he needed to
tell...
“I saw more dead bodies than I ever thought I would
see. There were places where we came upon huge piles of
bodies waiting to be incinerated. Most had been starved
and worked to death. One day, several men from our unit
went to a railroad siding close by to view at least 50 boxcars crammed with more dead bodies of Jews. I didn’t go
with them – I had seen many more than I ever wanted to
see.”
One day, they came upon a concentration camp filled
with Polish citizens who had been there for over four years.
He remembers the people in the camp watching the soldiers as they ate and afterwards they began digging through
the garbage for any remains of food that they could find to
eat. When the soldiers realized these people were starving,
they gathered together as many mess kits as they could to
give to them. After they left, the prisoners were freed from
their captors by the troops that followed.
Occasionally, they came across other camps of forced
laborers. Even though they had been left to fend for themselves, the people of the camps would not leave because of
their fear that the Germans would return to punish them.
The Holocaust was, indeed, real.
Lloyd was one of the first ones to enter and occupy the
German city of Heidelberg. He had to string the phone wire
high on the buildings to prevent them from being damaged
on the street by tanks and other vehicles. The accompanying picture of Lloyd in the foreground shows welcoming
civilians and white flags of surrender on the buildings. Two
men standing in the background were probably German
soldiers in disguise, according to Lloyd.
As they got deeper into the German countryside, they
came across the vast and sturdy autobahn highways that
also served as landing strips for the first jet aircraft that
Lloyd had ever seen. The centers of the autobahns were
painted green and maintenance shops for the aircraft lined
the road under the shelter of trees.
Lloyd’s trek across France and Germany took six
months. His tour of duty ended in 1945 at the Danube River
when the Armistice was signed and his division was pulled

Lloyd Counts’ medals and campaign ribbons. Bottom, far left,
is the Bronze Star that he earned at the Siegfried Line

out. Lloyd was one of the first ones sent home to rebuild
his life with Estelle about three weeks later.
Lloyd sums up his experience haltingly. “Fighting a
war is a team situation... everyone does his part... even
those who stay home. I wouldn’t recommend any of the
things I did to others, but young people should take notice
of the stories that we are telling. Our experiences should
be recorded and remembered so that hopefully, someday
they won’t have to be repeated.”
Lloyd missed the ceremony in Germany after the war when
medals and ribbons were handed out. His military records
were lost in a fire at the National Personnel Records Center
in St. Louis, Missouri in 1973, so it was only through diligent
effort on the part of his daughter, Vicki, that he was finally
awarded his medals in 2008 – 63 years after he returned from
Europe. In addition, he was able to obtain the Heidelberg
picture from the archives of his division only a few months
before our interview.

April 2009
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Crater Lake Adventures
By Norm Maxwell

I

’ve lived within a hundred and fifty miles, as the crow
flies, from Crater Lake for most of my life. When I was
a brat in the 60s, I remember riding in the back of the green
‘63 VW microbus on the way to the rim. Mom and Dad
took me there a few times. I recall snow piled alongside
the road as high as the bus in the summer heat. The 36horsepower VW accelerated like a crippled snail in the
mile-high air. It was so old that it had a two gallon reserve
tank in lieu of a gas gauge.
When we got there, we would look down at the fivemile wide lake in awe. Little Norman soon got down to the
serious business of feeding Triscuit crackers to the Golden
Mantle ground squirrels, better known as “chipmunks,”
that saturated the viewpoints. I don’t know if it was illegal
to feed the little beggars then, but it is now. These chipmunks made their living panhandling and saw no reason
to revert to the Stone Age and hustle cones like their cavesquirrel ancestors.
A couple years ago, my kid sister, the lawyer, came
out for a visit and we met our father at the lake where we
had lunch and looked at the incredible blue of the water
below. While there, my wife Sande decided that she wanted
to stay at the lodge sometime. Last week, in observance of
our 15th anniversary, we did.
Arriving at the lodge, I learned that “after 4:00 p.m.
check-in” time does not mean 16:01. After being assigned
Room 101, I made a few jokes from George Orwell’s 1984
that my wife didn’t get. The lights were dim, no TV and it
turned out the bed had a slight trough in the middle where
we both wound up in the middle of the night as gravity
took its course. It did have a stupendous view of the lake
through the bathroom window if you didn’t mind all the
tourists walking by.
I elected to purchase boat ride tickets in advance at the
lodge rather than try to buy them in line at the beginning
of Cleetwood Trail where you get to hike a long mile down
to the dock on the lake. We could only buy tickets for the
day after tomorrow but that seemed like the way to go, so
I did. We ate dinner in the lodge’s restaurant.
We were tired, so we went to bed early. I read part of a
weird sick crime book where a famous writer beats his
wife to death and then tried to claim she fell down the
stairs a few times. When the cops looked into it, they discovered that his previous wife had tragically tripped down
the stairs, too.
The next day we arose in a leisurely manner and drove
my new “econobox” car around the rim. We passed a herd
of cyclists on a long rise and stopped at an overlook. The
cyclists pulled in for a blow and Sande was bummed that
she hadn’t brought her massage chair or even business
16
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A Crater Lake “Timber Tiger”

cards. We stopped at all the viewpoints and were mobbed
by “timber tigers” that hadn’t read Ranger Smith’s “Don’t
feed the animals!” signs. Clark’s Nuthatches were thick as
swampwater coffee, too.
From the back of the lodge, facing the lake, you can
see buildings on Wizard Island, the cinder cone sticking
out of the lake. You can see tour boats orbiting the lake,
stopping at major attractions. I climbed Garfield Peak for
exercise. I ascended from 7,000 to 8,000 feet in 1.7 miles
and looked down at the lake to see the Phantom Ship. There
were many people on the trail and I walked over heavy
pads of snow that hadn’t yet melted across the trail. I admired the panorama for ten minutes and then marched back
down again. From room to peak and back to room took
less than 90 minutes.
We drove down to Mazama Village and made a good
dent in the buffet in the restaurant there. The contractor
running the park had hired teens from all over the world to
fill positions such as waiter staff and bellhops.
The next morning, we jumped up, packed the car and
drove to the Cleetwood Trailhead. People were lining up in
front of the closed ticket booth when we got there. Since we
had our tickets in hand, we started off down the zig-zag trail
to the water. The brochure rated the trail as “strenuous.” To a
recovering firefighter it was almost easy. The trail was so
groomed that a little Kubota tractor pulling a trailer could
drive up and down it with no problem. I spotted a four-inch
fuel line diving worm-like beneath the many switch backs. A
truck just pulls over and delivers gasoline down a thousand
foot pipe to the tank at the water’s edge.
We were among the first people to arrive. Last night’s
desk clerk was there dressed as a tourist with a fishing
pole. I didn’t know you could fish the lake without a license. I didn’t know there were fish in Crater Lake. I correctly surmised that the fish had been planted – illegally.
Our angler found small crawdads for bait. I wondered if
they had been imported as well.

Three fifty-foot fiberglass boats were moored at buoys
forty meters out where they couldn’t be banged against
the dock by high “sea” waves. When the Skipper and
Gilligan showed up, they used a battered aluminum dingy
with a motor to run our skipper, Captain Ray, out to one of
the open boats. With the Klamath tied to one of the docks,
48 of us piled on board like cattle. A National Park Service
ranger came along and gave us the highpoints of geological formations within the caldera. Practice makes perfect.
It took about 45 minutes to cruise to Wizard Island.
We unloaded onto the cinder cone from the dock and followed the trail. There were six anglers who were trying
their luck. I elected to climb the 750 feet to the top of
Wizard Island. Sande was nursing a swollen ankle from an
accident that she had at home, so she wasn’t up for the
climb. She decided, instead, to try to hike to the beach. We
stumbled up a short common trail to the first junction. Our
way was blocked by the top of a very dead snag that had
fallen across the trail. The other tourists climbed under
and over it. I could see the log had shattered about eight
feet from the broken top.
After directing a group behind us to stand back, I took
hold of the piece across the trail and lifted it above my
shoulders while giving it sudden shoves to finish breaking
it off. The barkless wood was very silver on the outside
and light yellow on the inside. I think it was highly seasoned White Bark Pine. The fractured wood broke with
dramatic shrieking and rending. I tossed it to one side. The
women and children were impressed.
I ascended the cone via the zig-zag trail. It was high
spring in late July at the lake and there were many beautiful wildflowers in full bloom. I was impressed to not see a
single piece of trash on the island. When I got to the rim of
the crater, I walked the 25 meters to the bottom and stood
at the lowest point I could find. Then I climbed back to the
rim and walked the complete perimeter. I was amazed to
find a legible bearing tree that I think must be very old.
You find bearing trees surrounding survey monuments. I
could think of no possible reason to survey on the island.
After a few minutes looking around, I went back down
the way I came and took the path to the beach. I swiftly

determined that it was much too rugged going for Sande
so I turned around and headed back for the dock. I passed
a couple with a little boy who happily informed me: “We’re
looking for the wizard on Wizard Island!”
“He’s probably invisible,” I told the kid as I wondered
if he looked for Garfield, the cartoon cat, on Garfield Peak.
Sande sat on a log reading a romance novel while guarding the shopping bag with five pounds of peanuts for the
timber tigers. They weren’t going to revert to cones if we
could help it!
The herd started to form around the dock and took turns
using the composting toilets built over rugged rock. There
were big boathouses to shelter the boats over the long brutal winters. I assumed that the boats must have been flown
in by Sky Cranes. I then reflected on the black and white
photos of the gang of men in the1880s, manhandling the
Cleetwood down the easiest talus slope they could find
from the rim. The transom of the wooden boat is on display in a little museum on the rim between the lodge and
the souvenir shop.
Four people were tardy for the 12:45 p.m. departure so
the Parky walked up the rail a piece to blow a canned airpowered horn. The stragglers hurried up. Not one of the
anglers caught a single fish. Captain Ray pulled away from
the dock and cruised the big boat at about fifteen knots. I
heard twin V-8s under the deck – probably Chevrolet 454’s.
We slowed for an eagle’s nest and saw an eaglet before continuing on to circle around the Phantom Ship, an
incredible vertical acre of rock formation with trees growing in it. The water is so clear that you can see all the
sunken wood lying on the bottom past 100 feet. It gets
very dark blue where the water suddenly becomes a thousand feet deep. The lake is nearly 2,000 feet deep in places.
Eventually we came full circle around the lake shore
and disembarked onto the floating dock at 2:00 p.m. The
tourists headed back up the trail. I gave Sande a 20 -minute
head start as I read my weird sick crime book in the shade.
She is slow and I like to walk faster. It was warm out and I
was worried that she might have a hard time getting up the
hill. I carried the day pack and the loop-handled bag with
water bottles and party-pack bag of peanuts. Sande used
her big dollar umbrella from a rummage sale as a stick to
offset her swollen ankle. I was impressed that she made it
to the parking lot in less than an hour.
On the drive home, I reflected on how long I had lived
here without ever having taken the boat ride on Crater Lake.
The little car was much quieter than what I remembered of the old green VW bus.
The most interesting thing in the world is another human
being who wonders, suffers and raises the questions that
have bothered him to the last day of his life, knowing he will
never get the answers.” Will Durant

Library of Congress archives
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Yesteryear’s Memories
By Jim Miller

I

sat alone, abandoned, and rusting in
the open field. I had not moved
from this spot in over thirty years
since Uncle Arthur had parked me
here, promising to completely
overhaul me. I had watched Uncle
Arthur and Aunt Gladys age gracefully as they raised their three boys:
Tom, Arthur Jr., and Steven.
At first I didn’t mind that I rested
in that field. The boys often came over,
and we relived many adventures together. We would zoom around
in an imaginary world of FBI agents, gangsters, and county fairs.
There would also be those times where I would sit silent as I
listened to the boys as they mused about events in their lives.
Oh, the stories I could tell.
Just two years ago Steven was the last to leave home. After
graduating from college he moved to New York to some huge
accounting firm. So, my days are rather empty because Uncle
Arthur died last year, and Aunt Gladys stays pretty much near the
house. I spend my days listening to the winds whistling through
the barbed wire and the birds cheerfully playing in the trees.
Fortunately, not too far from this field lies a dirt, country
road, connecting the many farm houses with State Highway 34.
Just a few hundred yards down the road from where I sit is the
best swimming hole in the whole county. On warm, sunny, summer days the sounds of children’s laughter can be heard as they
run excitedly down the road to the pond. Oh! How I wish I were
closer to the road! Oftentimes as they drew near to my field, I
would call to them, but the wind muted my voice. Sadly, I would
watch them disappear around the bend and into the thick stand
of trees.
Evening descended with a magnificent sunset. Thousands of
crickets played their nightly symphony while an old owl added its
haunting tune. I enjoyed the warm evening breeze as it hummed
through my glassless windows. “If only Tom, Arthur Jr. and Steven
would come to visit. If only we could reminisce together,” I
dreamed, as clouds skirted by the moon brightly shining over the
distant hills. The magnificent setting was disheartening to me as
I sat alone once again.
An hour before dawn, the wind began to pick up, and the
clouds thickened. I didn’t look forward to this day because no
one would be heading for the swimming hole. However, the impossible happened that day. Just after 8 a.m. Tom and his wife
Margery with their son Roger drove down the dirt road and
stopped in front of the house. Aunt Gladys stepped from the
door and greeted them.
My sullenness dissipated, and I screamed to Tom, who was
too preoccupied with his mom to even notice me. As I continued
wishing him in my direction, I heard Roger call to his mother,
“May I stay outside and play? There is so much to explore.”
“Yes, dear, but please don’t wander too far away from the
house.”
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As Roger surveyed the scene before
him, his eyes landed on me. As if drawn
by an alien spaceship from the planet
Zoron, Roger walked straight for me.
“Yes, yes, keep walking! Just a little
further!” I pleaded. “I won’t harm
you; I have so many things to share
with you about your father.” In a
few moments hands were caressing
my rusty frame. As Roger peered
through a window, rain began to fall. Instead to rushing back to his grandmother’s house, Roger dove
into my battered skeleton.
Sheltered from the now driving rain, Roger soon relaxed
and grasped the steering wheel in front of him. As he scanned
the horizon ahead of him through the missing windshield, I warmly
hugged the young lad. I softly whispered in his ear, “Let’s go for
a ride.” Almost as if he heard me, he pretended to turn the wheel
to the right and made noises of an engine roaring to life. Although we didn’t talk together for the next several minutes, I
knew that Roger was far from this old farm.
All too soon, I heard the voice of Roger’s father calling to
him. The shower outside had ceased, and Roger stuck his head
outside the car and waved at his father. As Tom approached, he
almost seemed shocked to find me sitting here. “Betsy, it’s been
way too long since we’ve visited.” Tom encouraged Roger to
slide over on the seat as Tom opened the driver’s door and climbed
in.
“Where shall we go, son? Chicago? A gangster’s hideout?
Chanute’s County Fair?” A smile widened on his face as he gazed
into his son’s eyes. “Your uncles and I used to spend countless
hours traveling all over the country in this old car, and we never
really left this field.” The sun broke through the clouds, and I
basked in its warmth as I listened to father and son as they traveled through imaginary places. I was transported back to my
glory days. My black paint sparkled in the sun, and my skinny
black tires rumbled along the dusty, country roads.
My dream world was interrupted by a sweet woman’s voice,
“Are the two of you coming to lunch, or are you going to spend
all day in that old car?” Roger and his father looked at one another and just laughed.
“Margery, we’ll be along in a second. Go on ahead and we’ll
catch up before you get in the house.” Margery walked away, and
Tom winked at his son. “This old car and our magical journey
will be our secret, son.” They climbed from the car, arm in arm,
and headed for the house laughing, discussing the journey they
were planning for all of us tomorrow.
Jim Miller served as a Vietnamese linguist with the U.S. Air Force, was a
teacher for 17 years and now he is currently a tour guide for school kids
traveling toWashington, DC.“I love to be with kids and see them capture
and appreciate new insights and observations. The highlight of my life
has been to stand at the Lincoln Memorial, look back at theWashington
Monument and the Capitol, pinch myself and say,“Wow, I get to do this
everyday!”

I Wonder: Jump Rope Memories
By Millie Graves

A

s March is fast approaching and the daylight hours
are lengthening, I am eager to put the cold, harsh days
of this winter behind. It must be my age and the feeling of
bone on bone in the knees that suddenly all the rhymes of
jumping rope as a child come flooding to the forefront of
my mind—“Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,” and “Cinderella
Dressed in Yella”—and of course, there was “Miss Mary
Mack Mack Mack” and “Mabel, Mabel.” There was “Down
by the Riverside” and “Mississippi” and “Ice Cream Soda,
Lemonade, Punch” and “Strawberry Shortcake, Huckleberry Pie” and don’t forget the “Red Hot Pepper.” Some
of these rhymes are only bits and
pieces garnered from knowledge once well known but
now no longer of the importance they once were, but
still, I WONDER. What
ever became of the “Call
for the Doctor, the Call
for the Nurse and the Call
for the Lady with the Alligator Purse?” “Where is Old
Man Daisy?” I WONDER!
I WONDER why I can’t
jump/skip rope like I used to
do? I WONDER if I had led a
more sedentary life, if I might still
be able to jump/
skip rope? That sort of life would have been no fun and
look at what I might have missed. Alas, what is it they say
these days? It is what it is! And that is what life is –
A WONDER!

Are people still making up those rhymes and the accompanying actions? I WONDER! What was your
favorite jump rope rhyme? Call me, Millie Graves –
541-935-1354 or e-mail me milligram2u@yahoo.com
before these memories of youth can no longer be captured. Let me know. It might be surprising to see what
we do remember. Another interesting aspect might be
to find out what particular area of the country in which
you were living at the time in your life when those
rhymes so readily came to mind. I WONDER if locality might have made a difference in the verses you
learned as a child. I am certain the era was a huge
influence on the composition of the rhymes. What do
you think?
Editor’s note: Send us your jump rope rhymes, too.
We’d like to print them in future Groundwaters issues!

W of the P V
I’ve often wondered if this day would ever come,
When it would be my turn.
And now, now that it has finally happened,
I wonder, why now?
The breeze carries the quiet whispers of others to
my ear,
“Why Him? He’s so old and feeble … why not me?”
The currents shift and another whisper comes my
way,
“If this can come even to him, there is hope for
me.”
Some looked askance and mumbled to their own
ears …
“He’s not such a much! Why all the fuss?”
Their questions I need not answer,
Let them wonder …
Now the time has come,
I wonder why I wanted it so.
Where’s the good I expected,
The relief I sought?
So, I ask self,
What am I to make of all of this now?
What about the W?
This P? and this V?
I wonder what its all about.
~ Jim Burnett

Beached Wing
The sun was about to set, scoffing
at unpredictable waves, hovering inches
above the ocean, mulish on settling.
And just at that moment, when the sand
became rose-pink, shimmering like the wavelets,
I saw a butterfly wing in the sand, a half sail flapping,
it’s orange powder unstable in the wind.
Remnants of chance and romance
Drift along the sands to the shore.
~ Janine Margiotta
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The Wonder of It All...
Zebrafish Research: A Clear View of Life’s Beginnings
By Pat Edwards

T

hrough the lens of the microscope, the crystal-clear
egg with its single cell sitting on top of the yolk sac,
looks like the fringed bald pate of a monk. Before watching
eyes, it begins to divide. In a little over an hour, its eight
cells resemble the ruffled comb of a chicken. In two hours’
time, there are 64 cells, and at three hours, 1,000 cells sit
tightly clustered together. By the 9th hour, a body begins to
take shape, wrapped around the circular shape of the yolk
sac, tip of tail nearly touching top of head. By the 17th hour,
the tightly curled embryo begins to open like the blossom
of a flower. At the 30th hour, the huge unseeing eyes are
visible in the massive head. As each hour passes, the
embryo’s body begins to straighten more and more and takes
on the characteristics of a fish. Soon, a mere three days
later, the wriggling, live zebrafish is ready to begin life in
its aquatic environment.
During the early stages of development, dye can be injected into a single cell. As it divides, the cell’s “daughters”
also bear the mark of the dye and with the help of a microscope, their migration paths can be traced to where they are
destined to grow. But, is that destiny, or fate, determined by
the cell’s ancestry or by its environment? What would happen, for instance, if the normal migration path is blocked?
Will the cell’s migration take a detour and arrive at the predestined point? Or will it veer off in a completely different
and unscheduled direction? What happens if the “mother”
cell is moved to a different location before it begins dividing?
This type of research has been described, by Dr. Charles
Kimmel of the University of Oregon, as a quest to discover
whether cells in an embryo follow the “European” or
“American” plan of development. If cells follow the European plan, their fate is determined by their ancestry – whether
their mothers and fathers were kings and queens.
If they follow the American plan, however, their fate is,
in large part, a result of environmental factors. Their destiny is determined not by their lineage but by changes that
occur in their environment.
These are some of the questions that are being asked
and answered in the study of the “hottest” new model in
current developmental research, the common, ordinary,
home-aquarium-variety of tropical fish, Danio rerio, or
zebrafish. And, for those whose curiosity has been piqued,
the answer to the cell-tracking question relating to the European vs American plans described above has now been
proven. The correct answer is... the American plan.
I became indirectly involved in zebrafish research a few
years after I was hired in 1989 by the Institute of Neuroscience at the University of Oregon as their secretary. Five
scientists connected with ION began a collaborative study
in the developmental biology and genetics of the lowly little
zebrafish. They asked me to work directly with them as their
secretary. Their predecessor, a molecular biologist at the
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The entire staging of zebrafish development can be found at
http://www.neuro.uoregon.edu/k12/Development%20Stages.html.
(Drawings by Seth Kimmel)

UO, Dr. George Streisinger, is considered by many of his
peers to be the founding father of zebrafish research. As a
fish hobbyist who knew how easy it was to raise and maintain zebrafish, he began using it as a model system. The fish
was small enough to keep the large numbers required for
genetic studies, but large enough to do classical embryological manipulations such as transplantations. Before his
death in 1984, he had published a paper on his work in a
major scientific journal and the seeds of his research began
to sprout throughout the world. By the time that I retired
from my position as the administrative coordinator for the
International Zebrafish Research Community in 2004, there
were hundreds of major labs around the world using the
zebrafish for developmental biology and genetics research.
The group of scientists who hired me included Dr.
Charles Kimmel, a developmental biologist who had worked
directly with George Streisinger. He was a winner of the
prestigious American Association for the Advancement of
Science Fellowship award for his work in establishing the
zebrafish as a model for mammalian development; Dr. Monte
Westerfield, who designed and maintains a vast on-line database to collect the findings of the international labs and
who was instrumental in overseeing the construction and
maintenance of an ultra-modern zebrafish breeding facility
at the UO; Dr. John Postlethwait, a renowned geneticist
whose lab began work on the zebrafish genome project; Dr.
Judith Eisen, a developmental biologist who studies motoneuron development of the zebrafish; and Dr. James A.
Weston, who originally studied neural crest development in
the mouse and joined forces with the zebrafish group, adding his experience in obtaining and administering its first
million dollar program project grant for the collaborative
effort. Another of the original researchers in the University of
Oregon group was Charline Walker Durchanek, a senior research associate who worked closely with both the Streisinger
and the Kimmel labs, discovering many of the zebrafish mutants used worldwide today in the study of birth defects.

Most developmental research has been done using models such as Caenorhabditis elegans, the nematode worm, or
Drosophila melanogaster, the fruit fly. But, as valuable as
the research on these models has been, they are invertebrates. The results of basic research on the zebrafish, a vertebrate, can relate much more closely to more complex vertebrate systems including humans. One of its eventual implications for humans is a possible means of finding ways
to prevent birth defects. And, unlike other mammals that
develop within their mothers’ bodies, the live, developing
zebrafish embryo can be viewed under a microscope.
Even though this is a study on zebrafish, it’s a simple
model for humans. Because of the complexity and danger
of studying live human embryos, scientists are always looking for a way to use simpler models. Mice have long been
used, but like many mammals, the forming babies are encased in the womb of their mothers and are difficult to study
while they are actually living and developing.
According to Dr. Charles Kimmel, “Fish and mammals
are ancient relatives, having evolved from a common ancestor. Most vertebrate embryos are strikingly similar in their
early stages. Though there are different body parts between
a fish and a mouse, you find a lot of their genes are similar,
thanks to that common ancestor.”
At the teaching level, high school and community college science instructors have discovered the benefits of using zebrafish in genetics and development projects in their
classrooms. Many valuable lessons can be learned from
actually watching an embryo develop and grow from a single
cell into a mature adult.
My experience working with these pathfinders was humbling. Before being hired at the UO, I had no background in
science, no experience with international relations. During
my 15 years at the University of Oregon, I met and became
friends with scientists all over the world. They are a wonderfully diverse group of people working together toward a
goal of understanding not only fish development and genetics, but that of humans, as well. These scientists opened the
international doors of respect and friendship to me. I traveled to scientific conferences at Cold Spring Harbor, New
York and coordinated conferences closer to home; I helped
put together the multi-million dollar grants that still fund
this research today. I feel so
fortunate to have taken even
a minute part in what I am
sure will someday be major medical breakthroughs
http://zfin.org
by these dedicated scientists.
I’ve learned that science is not only knowledge. True
science, stripped down to its basics, is the pursuit of answers to questions. In the study of biology, those questions
must originate in the very beginnings of life. Technology is
providing better and more precise equipment to seek the
answers, but Mother Nature must provide those life beginnings in a form that can be studied. In the zebrafish, she has
offered a most perfect specimen. And because of the common, ordinary, home-aquarium-variety of tropical fish,
Danio rerio, humankind may someday benefit.

Where’s The Moon?
where’s the moon
they cry out,
where’s the moon?
the lake water drawn
down now
the empty reservoir
still a swollen sea
mud and stumps
flat expanse of sand cut through
with channels
and low veins
the broad brown plains,
slick and
winter wet
but this boat still glides
over warm waves at sunset—
while the evening sky
grows dark
the promise of nightfall
sweeps the quiet lake bed
familiar breeze of summer
winging in chevrons
of shorebirds and dusky geese
where is the moon?
these young birds
seem to say
they search the dark-grey horizon
for that low, promised jewel
impatient youth, yearning
for the passage into night
impassioned eyes sweep the shore
on lookout for that aurora
that bright, promised, spectacle
skimming the swell and curl
calming the rolling waves
where’s the moon?
they wail,
where’s the moon?
close your eyes young ones
you look too hard
the moon is close by
always there for you
reach out
you can touch it
where’s the moon?

~ William Crutchfield

“Write it as if no one was ever going to read it, but write it”
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Tons and Tons of Crap
By Norm Maxwell

I

loaded up half a cord of seasoned wood on Saturday
morning and rolled for Astoria to visit Mom and her
current husband as well as her former husband and my
brother, all living under the same roof. The film About
Schmidt touched on this arrangement and apparently the
screen writers thought that they had created something
novel. Nope. I have been experiencing this story for years.
I made the final approach from the east and cruised
through the moribund fishing and timber town before ascending a steep hill and making a right to the end of a
narrow dead end street. The widow across the street has
given up driving and allows my family to park its heaps in
her space. The street ends because there is a canyon that
bisects the right of way. With the leaves off the trees, you
can see a hundred yards across the chasm to the next houses.
Mom’s house has always been a work in progress. I
helped move into the house a quarter century ago. There
was so much junk then that I would just strap the door on
freezers and dolly them up the crooked concrete steps so I
didn’t waste time unloading/reloading them. There were
box after cardboard box of Coos Bay World newspapers;
antique furniture; a cabinet phonograph that hadn’t worked
in decades; thousands of books and tons of tons of junk. I
was glad to flee that scene.
The junk multiplied over the years. You might think
that the stuff would dissipate over time, but such was not
the case. When I come to visit for Christmas, I have to
walk like a stork over heaps of boxes and other stuff. For a
2,500 square foot house with two kitchens, it feels as claustrophobic as a 12-foot camp trailer. I knew that there was
going to be a problem with getting the dry wood under
cover.
Upon arrival, I went in the house to greet everyone
and then focused on the tiny garage as the logical place to
store the seasoned wood. The concrete walls had been
poured in the early 20th century for a car the size of a
Model T. The entire garage was completely packed with
crap. There was no usable space. I commenced bulldozing
crap away from one wall so I could stack the wood against
it. My brother assisted and we started moving stuff out
that could go in the back of my truck and thence to the
dump.
Like a bee, my brother’s father – my stepdad – buzzed
forth to defend the junk. No! the old toilet must stay! He
was going to use the giant new windows in the old red
trailer in Eugene (the same day I win the lottery). Bingo! I
will haul the windows to Svarverud Road in Eugene on
my return... into the truck with them. Finally, we reach an
agreement that the old gas furnace that was torn out of the
house 25 years ago and tossed in the back of the garage
could be recycled. We add car wheels, bike frames and
some other junk and the F-150 has no more room.
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Inside, heaps of junk deflect you away from walls and
closets. The huge walk-in closet is now totally filled with
a jumble of cardboard boxes. A piano built in England in
the 1840s occupies space under a blanket I recognize from
my childhood. My brother renders “Itsy Bitsy Spider” on
the out-of-tune upright. It is the first time it has spoken in
20 years.
Outside, a resident pair of bald eagles talk and perch
in a tree across the street. Some people have finches and
robins. At home, we have wild turkeys. Mom has bald
eagles. Their nesting snag in the canyon blew over this
winter and they are apparently shopping for a new tree to
build a nest in. This hemlock is too wimpy and the big
birds bob on the flimsy branches before moving on. They
have been nesting in the canyon fifty yards from the house
for years.
The second floor of Mom’s house has a spectacular
panorama of the Columbia with huge ships and Washington State on the far shore. The vessels point upstream when
the tide goes out and downstream when it comes in. A pair
of binoculars rest on the sill.
I manage to get to sleep on the dreaded Antaeus* bed.
It is too short for me. Julie, the cat, piles on, too. My brother
sleeps in a bedroom that is filled with Mom’s junk and his.
The folks have reached 80 and the day will come when the
house of junk must be dealt with. Sigh...
* Antaeus, of Greek mythology, invited travelers to spend the night
in his home. If they were shorter than the guest bed, they were
stretched until they were the same length. If longer than the bed,
they were cut to fit.

Purple Tulips
Purple tulips flutter
in the march breeze
Mozart streams through my nerves
soothing, almost like sleep
cows off in the distance
past the long line of oaks
separating the fields
snow now melted on hill tops,
their bald spots
now exposed
where deer once played
now nestled in a thicket
of what is left of their forest
~ Palmer Vilagi

Freedom Has its Price
The Story of Angus the Celt (Part 1)
By Jennifer Chambers

B

eads of sweat dripped down Angus’ thick muscled arm, and the harness he wore chafed. It might have been unbearable if it
hadn’t have been for the callused groove in his shoulder, worn there by indentured servitude to the Roman General. After
his tribe, part of the Gauls who tried to fight off the Romans in Telamon, was defeated, he was given an unusual choice: servitude
for a period of three years, and then he would be released. It was better than dying at the hand of a Roman, at any rate.
The harness, part of a brace not unlike that worn by oxen or donkeys, yoked Angus to five other of his fellow Boii, and he
burned in the traces where the merciless midday sun beat down on them as they plodded along, caught together in their
humiliation for enough pay to get away from the Roman barbarians who had taken their land.
The thought of it made him sweat like a fever was upon him. Only a few more hours ... he thought, and blinked the sweat out
of his eyes, wishing once more that he could get out from the bone-crushing yoke,
to straighten up and walk proud like the warrior he was born to be – like the
warrior his father and his father before him had been.
But change was upon their clan. He wasn’t the only one who was working
towards a goal. Soon, the thirty men who had been spared in the battle of Telamon
would have worked off their time. He tasted blood where he had chewed the side of
his mouth in his planning, and tripped a half-step.
“Oy there!” Marcus Taurali, the man behind him, almost fell. He pushed Angus
with his arm, similarly roped with muscle, and Angus fell back into step. “Quit yer
dreamin’, boy.” A crooked smile passed over Taurali’ s face as if he knew why Angus
had been woolgathering. Freedom was all any of them thought about.
Angus bent back to the harness of the great plow, his feet moving of their own
accord in unison with Taurali, Amoden, Cullen, Manlius and Diodorus, all his fellow Boii except for Manlius, who had been of the tribe, Insubres. He would work
with these good men until their time was up. Amoden had been the best of them
before the Romans came, a druid priest/warrior, now just a plowman like the rest.
He was given the best spot among the brace, a middle spot that had to share a
lighter load. Amoden had protested and proposed a rotation of spots, so as to spare
them all, but they would have none of it.Taurali was the smith; Cullen and Diodorus
hunters and warriors, and Manlius had been a warrior for the Insubres as well as
their chief food preparer.
Among them, at night, back in the camp, they would feast tonight on what they’d
earned this week from the Romans. His head spun and mouth watered despite the dry
dust billowing at every step that he inhaled with the grape-scented Mediterranean air.
The vines curled up on the hill and their cool shade called to him. By the sun’s position
it was several hours until dusk and rest.
“Are ye ready to make a feast tonight, Manlius?”
They rarely spoke when they worked.Their energy was completely used by the
plow when they went up an incline, but the road they cleared now was relatively
smooth and allowed for some conversation.
Manlius was the same age as most of them, strong men of many moons, though
not grey of hair like Amoden was beginning to be. “Aye. We’ll sit on the grass with
the loaves I baked this morn, and there’s a spit of beef to cook in the pit.”
Cullen stumbled. The Roman guard who was watching in the sun got up from
where he reclined and poked him with his spear. Cullen snarled and drew back to
punch the Roman, but Diodorus, his partner in the traces, held his arm back.
“This isn’t over, Gaul,” The Roman snarled, and went to fetch his superior.
(to be continued...)
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Lullaby
Look, Baby, those are leaves hanging from the
trees, swaying in the breeze.
We left the dark room, and I, singing softly, dancing
gently,
Showed her an egg,
A lamp that flickered off and on,
Soft velvet,
Piano keys,
My fingers.
We explored other rooms until her eyes, deep
pools of wonder,
Saw my face.
Pleased to be so closely trusted,
I spoke of outside life and opened up the curtain.
Look, Baby. Those are leaves hanging from the trees,
swaying in the breeze.
We left the sheltered house, and I, speaking softly,
walking gently,
Showed her a stone,
A fence in sun and shadows
Smooth petals,
Crunching gravel,
Blades of grass..
We explored the garden until her eyes, deep pools
of wonder,
Saw my face.
Embarrassed to be so closely trusted,
I spoke of others who would open up her world.
Look, Baby. Those are leaves hanging from the trees,
swaying in the breeze.
We left the yard, and I, promising softly, holding
gently,
Showed her sidewalk cracks,
An alley dark and deep,
Rough boys,
Noisy cars,
The town.
We explored the world until her eyes, deep
pools of wonder,
Saw my face.
Frightened to be so closely trusted,
I spoke of love and joy and my heavy,
hopeful heart.
Look, Baby. Those are leaves hanging from
the trees, swaying in the breeze.
Look, Baby. Those are leaves hanging from
the trees, swaying in the breeze.
~ Jane Capron
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Wonder
Wonder of the summer was
Butterfly Valley on Pheasant Creek
Slow and quiet, not too deep
We wondered how the thunder clouds
Pour down, pour out the rain
Precipitate, pure dissipates
From the foothills to the plains
The wonder of the valleys
The wonder of the skies
The wonder of the wonderless
We wonder where and why
The wonder of the flowers
The wonder of the trees
The wonder of the seasons
We wonder in our slumber
We wonder in our dreams
~ Spyder

Cookin’ With Jen
Spring of 09: Making Do With Less

A

t Groundwaters, we are always interested in how to be
creative – be it with our minds, our hands, our energy or
our finances. Last issue, I featured one of my favorite big batch
money-saving ideas in my favorite hot cereal. This issue I’ll
share some more of my recipes and collections of antique
cookbook excerpts while inviting our readers to send in their
favorite thrifty recipes.
One way I like to save money and eat more healthily
is to can my own fruit and veggies, and this year I
made a fabulous chutney, sweet-and-sour
sauce, and barbeque sauce that came from
the Barbara Kingsolver book, Animal,
Vegetable, Miracle. I recommend the book
to better understand why and how to get
your family on a healthy, do-it-yourself
path.
The easiest of all ways to save
your own produce is to freeze it!
This is the time of year you can
start getting strawberries and even
early asparagus from your local farm
stands. Pick over the berries, measure and freeze. That’s all
there is to it. Make sure not to wash strawberries until you
serve them or they will mold, as my sad family can attest.
Then, rinse the frozen berries, hull, and make into pies, jams
or this smoothie:

Back to asparagus: this is my favorite way to prepare
asparagus in season or from frozen.

Berry Smoothie
(Serves 2 kids or one grown-up)
1 c. frozen strawberries
½ to ¾ c. Nancy’s Yogurt, Vanilla
½ c. orange juice
Banana if desired
Frozen chopped spinach

Beat eggs until very light. Beat in sugar a little at a time
and then the flour which has been sifted with salt and baking
powder. Add boiling water, a small amount at a time, and then
flavoring. Put into ungreased large angel food tin. Bake 1 hour
at 350. When cake is cold, frost as follows:

Blend at high speed until thick, pour and drink. I’ve made
this recipe for years and years, and recently was introduced
to the addition of frozen spinach. It’s not something you’ll
notice, but adds nutrition.
That brings me to another money-saving tip that took
some time for me to believe. As much as I love fresh vegetables,
there are times when you really want something that is fresh
and out-of season and therefore improbably expensive. The
quality of flash-frozen frozen vegetables is so much better than
I remember it being. Try a mixed pepper blend in a stir-fry,
and you might be surprised.

Grilled Asparagus
1-2 lbs. fresh asparagus, trimmed
1-2 T. best-quality olive oil
Fresh ground salt and pepper

An easy way to trim a whole bunch of asparagus is to
snap one stalk at the natural breaking point, then trim
the rest to match. Place stalks in a gallon size plastic bag,
drizzle olive oil over, squish to coat, and put freshly
ground salt and pepper inside to taste. The trick is to
use more salt than you’ll think. Then grill
alongside your favorite meat or veggie for an
unbeatable side dish.
And now, a make-it-yourself Easter time
dessert sure to please young and old, from a 1929
cookbook produced by Standard Brands Inc., NY,
NY, to promote Royal Baking Powder.
Easter Bunny Cake
4 eggs
1 ½ c. granulated sugar
2 c. pastry flour
2 T. baking powder
¼ t. salt
1 c. boiling water
1 t. lemon extract

1 ½ c powdered sugar
2 T. milk
1/2 t. almond extract
2 t. melted butter
green food coloring

Moisten sugar with milk until proper consistency to spread.
Add flavoring and spread on top and sides of cake, saving a
small amount if icing. Add melted butter to this and a very
little green food coloring to make a delicate shade. Decorate
rim of cake with green icing allowing it to drip over edge to
resemble grass. While soft, make bunnies with marshmallows
pinched at one end for nose and other for tail. Dip toothpick in
melted chocolate for eyes. Ears are made of white writing paper.
Arrange a row of these bunnies around edge of cake.
April 2009
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Getting Drunk on Izzy Stone
Sitting at the kitchen table in early January
Late at night drinking
Port just as addictive as Jack Kerouac said,
And chasing it with Labatt,
I am taken by a passage, in the book of Izzy Stone
By Myra MacPherson, on page eighty four;
“Although she was very ill
And in and out of mental institutions,
I remember her* as very bright,
Witty, and crackling with energy.”
Up I stand to feed the fire in the wood stove and
Pass into my own library to see if I can find
Another book about this man’s life and times.
But all I see are The Truman Era,
The Haunted Fifties and The Trial of Socrates.
Maybe the other book about him
I think I have read is
Upstairs in my other bookcases.
But near these books I see another,
The Complete Trees of North America,
And being half in my cups,
I take it down to see
What is the name of that tree,
Growing just outside on my front lawn
That I can never remember.
Ah, there it is: the ash-leaf maple,
Also known as the box elder.
It may live to be 75 or 100.
So I will go and nail a plate
Upon the one in my front yard,
“May live ‘til 2,058 or even 2,083.”
Well, Izzy, may you also thrive!
* Izzy’s mother, Katy Feinstein

~ ©2009 Donald Young
Don Young is Sonny Hays-Eberts’ uncle and a returning
contributor to Groundwaters magazine.
“I grew up on a farm in southern New Hampshire, attended
Exeter High School, and the University of New Hampshire before
entering the US Army and serving in Dachau, Munich, and
West Berlin, Germany. I have worked as a teacher, editor, longshoreman, painter, carpenter's helper, woodsman, welder at the
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, and mail handler for the US Postal
Service. In retirement I work part time scoring academic
achievement tests, and am active in Free Masons, Shrine and
Scottish organizations including St. Andrew's Society of New
Hamphire, St. Andrew Society of Maine, Clan Young Association,
Strathspey and Reel Society of New Hampshire, and several
other organizations.”
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Marj’s Diary
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

May 8, 1952

A

mbitious people usually are thrifty. It takes some
get-up to be able to save money. The lazy fellow is weak and cares not for the work of trying to
economize.
With all the temptations of this commercial world,
it is very tiring to try to save a penny. “A penny saved
is a penny earned: but a copper or the war time metal
penny isn’t worth much these days and it takes a heap
of saving to make it worthwhile – in fact one would
be worn out packing enough pennies to buy a pound
of butter.
A fellow that amounts to anything financially or
morally is a hard worker mentally and physically. The
successful don’t keep union hours – their work goes
on around the clock and some ideas are even hatched
in sleep.
“A rolling stone gathers no moss” – which means
the man on the go doesn’t have time to get stale and if
he gets up there in the world he doesn’t stop long
enough to gather any lichens or weeds in his garden
of success.
It is said everyone somehow gets by; but I would
rather be the thrifty one with a nest egg for a rainy day
and have the distinction of being able to help the other
fellow rather then have him help me. Call it pride or
ambition; but I see no pleasure in dependency.
Leaf lettuce is a thrifty garden vegetable. It will mature in less than a month from planting and provide
an abundance of leafy greens. We like it wilted. Fry
pieces of bacon very crisp Add two tablespoons Karo
syrup and some lemon juice. Pour over the lettuce.
By Marjorie Hays
(Thanks to Helen Winbert and Haysel Pankey
for sharing the diary of Marjorie Hays)

Word Find Puzzle

The Wonderment of Life
By Vallee Rose
The wonder of dragon’s breath
bellowing from surrounding
mountains causing circular
winds of oven-degree temperatures
in summer to frozen pellets
of snow during prairie winter blizzards.
Some spilling tears of mourning
mimicking human tears of life;
Others demonstrating the rage and
prejudice surrounding this area –
Stealing anything not bolted down
(unless they remembered their bolt cutters)
including wood stoves needed for survival
or propane heaters.
Watching your property to see
when it is vacant
Legally running their cattle through
your private land though never
disclosed by real estate agents.
Beautiful, yet treacherous –
Sunrises of gorgeous beginnings
Only to end in sunsets reminding us
of tumultuous days and nights:
hauling water, frozen pipes, gale-force winds,
frozen doors, snowdrifts, thieves,
non-responsive officials,
permits to drive onto your own property
closest neighbor half a mile away
and unhelpful
Alone and vulnerable in the essence of nature.
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“Wonder is the beginning of wisdom” Greek proverb
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“Genius goes around the world in its youth incessantly
apologizing for having large feet. What wonder that later
in life it should be inclined to raise those feet too swiftly
to fools and bores.” F. Scott Fitzgerald

I still wonder at the beauty of the land
and the contradictory cruelty of many on this earth
who wake up each morning deciding whose lives
they will torment that day when
simple survival is a wonder in itself.
I lived in Eugene from May 2005 to February 2006 and then moved
to Walton from February until December 2006, when my husband of
six years asked for a divorce. A friend of ours with medical problems
had been staying with us since March 2006. Well, neither one of us
had anywhere to go, so I sold some things, bought a 1986 travel
trailer, five acres in the San Luis Valley in Colorado, and moved to Blue
River until the end of May 2007 when it was safe to pull the trailer.
I live on my disability money only and my friend can’t work.The real
estate agent did not disclose all of the problems here including
rattlesnakes, permits, thieves, almost inability to live in this area, etc.
and the three-month allowance to live in a travel trailer. I went from
a wonderful home to no water or electricity, frozen sewer, gale-force
winds... a real pioneer life.
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Wonder
by Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

I

've always been captured by the many worlds of nature
that are both above and below us. The dandelion never
looks so grand and towering as it does when you are lying
in its grassy world, looking up at it. The leaves on a tree
never seem so immense as when you look straight
underneath them, and see how each leaf layers upon
another, to create a weightless canopy. This is just the
same as the world of light in nature. Light changes
everything, igniting a whole new color in a flower, and
illuminating the most invisible details. To capture these
wonders with both your mind and heart is a blessing.
April 2009
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Years of Wonder At Central Little School
By Jennifer Chambers (Based on research by Sonia Hall)

I

first entered Central Little School as a five year-old, in
my first year of preschool. Twenty-five years ago, it
gave me the power of reading at a very early age and set
me up for a lifetime of reading and writing — so much so
that my children have gone there, too. I wanted
Groundwaters readers to get a look at some of the fine
organizations and selfless people we have in our community.
Thirty-three years ago, the Fern Ridge community,
which included four grade schools, had no kindergarten.
The principal of Central Grade School, Russell Ross, heard
of a new Direct Instruction Program written by a local parent, Prof. Siegfried Englemann, and Dr. Wesley Becker of
the University of Oregon. Russ Ross was so impressed
with the program that he talked to his Parent Teacher Association to see if they would sponsor the new kindergarten based on the Direct Instruction Program that would
teach reading through phonics. The P.T.A.agreed and Central Little School,Inc., a nonprofit, secular institution, was
formed on 1976.
Sonia Hall, the current CLS Director, came into the
program three years later. At that time, there were two full
classes, four students in each, and two teachers who taught
the two and-a-half hour programs.
A few years later, the school began teaching four- and
five-year olds in the Central Grange Building. They continued there for many years.
In the mid-1990s, the area parents indicated a need for
both kindergarten and first grade. At that time, a third
teacher was added and Sonia Hall talked the Grange into
giving the school extra space. After two years, however,
the classes were filled and they needed to move.
Many parents worked diligently to find a new location. After a long search, the building at the corner of Territorial and Bolton Hill roads became available. The search
committee was hoping to rent, but the property was listed
for sale. The school’s current income was barely enough
to pay expenses and salaries. They cut as many nonessentials as possible, and kept the heat on low to save as much
money as they could.
Their plight came to the attention of well-known local
benefactor, Sam Konnie. After meeting with
respresentatives of the school, Sam Konnie asked his wife,
Bobbie, to visit the school and sit in on the classroom instructions. Wonder upon wonder!... he offered to buy the
building for Central!
At this time, Central Little School became a debt-free
nonprofit organization. Enrollment grew and parents asked
that more grades be added. A new room and another teacher
were added, as well. Now the school had two preschool
classes, one combination kindergarten/first grade class for
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An art project from the the pre-Kindergarten classes at Central Little School

new students who were also new to reading, and a combined first/second, and a third/fourth/fifth classroom.
As the nearby public schools grew in classroom size,
many parents have opted to put their children in smaller
classrooms with more teacher-time for each child. Central
maintains high levels of reading and math, and they keep
prices reasonable compared to other private schools in the
area.
Over the years, enrollment increased and space became
cramped. Property with a fenced yard next door to the
school became available and the school board voted to buy
it. The additional space was converted into a wonderful
preschool. The move created more room in the original building. There are now morning preschool classes in the new
building for ages 3-4 and afternoon preschool for ages 4-5.
School supporters have proposed that the two buildings be connected with a large room for activities, P.E.,
plays and a library. Another classroom would also give
them the needed classroom space for the future.
The maximum classroom size of all classes is set at
16. According to Sonia Hall, the smaller class size gives
teachers the time to interact with each child. It provides
the children activities such as art and craft projects that
are impossible to do with large groups.
Currently, in addition to the Direct Instruction in reading and math programs, the children in each classroom
study spelling, grammar, and social studies (geography,
history, etc.). Additional instructors come in weekly to teach
Spanish, penmanship, science, music and P.E.
The school conducts the standard Oregon statewide
assessment tests for reading and math. When Central Little
School students graduate from CLS, their test scores range
from 85-100% in both reading and math.
With the planned added space, the school will offer an
extended art program, instrumental music and dance.
Sonia Hall’s motto reflects the focus of the Central
Little School, “If you can read, you can do anything.”
For more information, contact: Central Little School, P.O.
Box 1193, 87980 Territorial Rd., Veneta, OR 97487; (541)
935-1124

The Name Game
By Linsey Kau

M
The Nature of Home
Home rests inside nature’s heartA steady, growing art.
The canvas for a ruby glaze
To brush the heart in loving phrase.
Each breath a dart of fluttering wings,
Each beat a gulping creek.
Ever ticking, ever pounding,
The forest’s exulting pulse.
Home steadies to the
Peach soul of dusk,
It beats to the voice of
Fairy-tale hush.
It rises like the silvery beguile
Of the moon with a
Cheshire cat’s smile.

s. “Cow?” “Kiew?” The telemarketer loudly
proclaims over the phone.
“No, there is no one here with that name,” I say, as I
click the end button.
My family has to deal with this sort of situation every
day. Yet, having a last name like “Kau” (pronounced “caw,”
like the crow) sure gives us a nice way to screen calls.
Anyone that can’t pronounce our name, doesn’t deserve
our time.
My first name apparently comes from a popular TV
show my Mom loved to watch when she was pregnant with
me – “Linsey”– that’s right.... no “d.” Everyone, including the people I have known since kindergarten, just can’t
seem to understand the “no ‘d’” part. Ugh! It just annoys
me a lot that people can’t seem to get it right.
Then, there is my middle name. It’s so common that
about half the people I know have the same name...
“Marie.” It comes from my Mom; she has the same middle
name. I feel blessed that she chose me to give her name to,
but, “Really, Mom! Can’t you find something a little more
original?”
My nickname, “Linneybugs,” comes from my
Grandma. She is the only one that calls me that, but it’s so
sweet when she does.
So, that’s me – Linsey Marie Kau, or “Linneybugs,”–
but either way, spell it right!

Home adorns a mother’s form,
It brings her stories to life.
She who speaks of nature’s ways
Of playful days and fairy sprites,
Dancing by balmy light.
Inside this woodland green
Unabated by golden hours,
Your child heart swings a vining rope
Into love’s devout bower
Bequeath gentle happiness,
Release chasing demons,
The mind’s hidden past
Grows new shoots at last.
Home is through nature’s door,
Where a secret is in store:
Memories hung like leaves on a tree
Delicately capturing time.
A look into each one will find,
The veins of life intertwined.

‘Eye of Phoenix‘ by Linsey Kau

~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott
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The Heart of a Champion

Cancer

All right ladies, you have time to set your blocks
Be very still after I say “set” when its time
Crap!” my blocks are
“C
jammed together
Do a run-through before
you get in the blocks
Everyone ready to go?
Fidgeting in the blocks as
the runners get comfortable
Girls are all feeling very
intimidated by one
another
Hoping for the best to
es
m
each racer
ia A
v
a
It’s up to one runner that
T
can do zero to 59.9
Just go! It’s the bang of the starting gun
Kicking out of the blocks and taking
Long strides around the comer and sprinting the
100-stretch
Moving so fast you and the other runners don’t
have time to blink
Never giving up effort as she turns the comer of
the 200-stretch
Outpacing all the other racers was a piece of cake
Passing her competitors is the game she plays well
Quick breaths and steps to get her to the finish
Racing is what she was born to do
She’s going to be the winner as she hits the home
stretch
Time is running out for this 59.9 400-runner
U know she won’t stop for anything or anyone
Vomit in the mouth as she crosses the finish line
We have the new 2008 champion of the 400,”
“W
says the guy on the mike
Xcited cheers and screams go up in the full
eX
stadium
You see her fall to the ground tired, hot and
bothered
Zero to 59.9 is just one of the things this runner
accomplished in a full day of events on a 1140
degree track.
~ Tavia Ames

A slight perfume of pain rests among the air
The harsh quiet pounding against my head
This terrible raid by a silent killer
A Broken spirit simply lies down
In this trap life itself is caught
All the value placed in medicine
Please, please wrench this darkness out of my life.

Tavia Ames is a senior at Crow High School and she not only
lettered in track and field all four years, but excelled in the 400
meters, long jump and relays. She wrote this poem as tribute to
a much-admired competitor.
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~ Heidi Ramp
Heidi Ramp is a Senior at Crow High School. Heidi wrote this poem
as a junior and dedicated it to her aunt, Jackie Pignone. The poem
was chosen to be published as a “high merit poem” in A Celebration
of Poets - West, Grades 7-12, Spring 2008.

If I had influence with the good fairy who is supposed to
preside over the christening of all children, I should ask that
her gift to each child in the world be a sense of wonder so
indestructible that it would last throughout life. Rachel Carson

Chinese Brush Painting
by 8-year old
Riley Chambers

~ Nick DeAngelo
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Community News
Job Help at Fern Ridge Library
The Fern Ridge Library in Veneta has a new tool to help
those of us that might be out of work in the current economic crisis. Library Director Colin Rea has now dedicated a special computer terminal for job searching. Related resources are located nearby the computer, which can
be found between the Circulation Desk and the Library
Director’s office. Resources include templates for resumes,
job search items, and more.

Upcoming dates at the Rural Events Center
• April 5, Sunday, 3:30 p.m., Lorane Grange Annual
Lorane Talent & Art Show. Free. Email llivelyb@gmail.com
with questions or to put your name on the list of acts.
Door will open at 3:00 p.m. Acts should not exceed 3 minutes. Miniature pony trick, Flea piano duet, storytelling,
guitar solos, fiddle music promised. Poetry readings
welcome. Art may be brought for showing/sale. Co-sponsored by Rural Art Center and Lorane Grange.
• Guitar Class, Tuesdays 4:15-5:15 p.m., taught by Russ
Hunt. Through a special grant from the Oregon Country
Fair, the Rural Art Center is offering these classes are at
no charge, (space available). Email llivelyb@gmail.com
• Half Day of Art Classes at Applegate Elementary, noon
to 3:00 p.m. for children in grades K-6. $16/afternoon.

Applegate Regional Theater: Poetry Nights
Each month, ART Inc. will host an Open-Mike Poetry
Night, open to anyone interested. You may bring your own
poetry, read an old favorite, or a reader will be available
for anyone who desires it. Time will be limited to 3-minutes per reading. The event, in the Broadway Events Center in Veneta, is held monthly. Upcoming dates are April
10, May 8, and June 12, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. at the BEC
on 5th and Broadway, Veneta.

Chateau Lorane Fine Art & Wine Festival
This Memorial Day weekend, May 23-25, Chateau Lorane
Winery will host their annual Fine Art & Wine Festival from
10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m daily. In addition to tasting their renowned wines, there will be a variety of art to see as well as
live music and a panel of local authors, Groundwaters included! Meet several of our Groundwaters contributors (see
website for listing), as well as published authors Dan
Armstrong (environmental fiction); Sharon Brandma (fantasy fiction); Joe Blakely (UO sports non-fiction); Joey Blum
(novel); Jo-Brew (contemporary women’s fiction & columnist); Douglas Card (Lane County history); Jennifer Chambers (novel); Carola Dunn (British period mysteries & Regency romance); Pat Edwards (local history); Shirley Tallman
(San Francisco period mysteries). For more info, go to:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/events.htm

A Look Back in Time

Addison plank road.
Many of the logging companies
operating in the early-to-mid
1900s built plank roads into
their logging sites so that the
logs could be hauled out. This
one was located near Lorane,
Oregon and was built by the
Addison Lumber Co.

First Song of Spring
Sweet Melodies,
Sung in Morning air.
The Warblers’ Yellow breast,
Dancing like a Fiesta.
His head cocked to one side,
A Performer for the coming
Of Spring.
Feathers Sashayed
Like a Dancer’s skirt.
Flirtatious song to
Anyone who walked by.
~ Krystle Rodriguez
I have always held a passion for poetry. For its simplistic, yet
wonderfully complicated beauty, and for its ability to emote
onto paper what we cannot emote ourselves. From the moment
I could pick up a pencil I have been enamored with writing,
which consequently led me to pursue a degree in English with
which I will become a teacher and encourage others to love it
just as much. Eventually I would love to publish a book of my
poetry which has steadily increased in volume over the years.

LIGHT
If you like what you read, pass it on
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